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AT. INTRODUCTION
This report contains the methods and results of analyzes carried out by Doovision Santé on the MANOA, a device for disinfecting hands, objects and the
air using UV-C rays, designed and developed by the company Doovision.

Experimental conditions:

Objects tested:

MANOA versions tested:

• Surgical masks

• Manoa with 8W tubes

• Smartphone windows

• Manoa with 16W tubes + UV-C LED

• Mouse

• Manoa with UV-C LED

• Hands

MANOA Classic
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In this study, several products were tested on the MANOA in different versions.
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B. MATERIALS AND METHOD
The protocol used consists of surface samples from objects exposed or not to UV-C radiation. This method is empirical because it depends on the microorganisms
naturally present on the objects.

1. Strains used:
Bacteria come from the environment, depending on the objects and physical conditions they can be more or less numerous.

2. Materials tested:
The tests were carried out with disinfection devices: MANOA.
The MANOA can disinfect hands, small objects and clean the air by UV-C irradiation.
The MANOAs used for the tests are equipped with 8W UV-C lamps, or 16W lamps + UV-C LEDs, or UV-C LEDs alone.

MANOA disinfection device

Count-Tact Petri Dishes

from Biomérieux

3. Method used:
Biomérieux Count-Tact dishes allow surface testing by contact of samples with the agar of the dish.
Culture at room temperature for two or three days allows the microorganisms present on the agar to form visible and accountable colonies.
For each test two boxes are made. One at T0 which corresponds to a surface sample before exposure to UV-C (Positive Control); the other at T1
corresponds to a surface sample after exposure to UV-C.

4. Criteria for acceptance of results:
The test is validated when on the T1 dishes there is almost no more colony while the number of positive control colony (T0) is high.
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The tests are carried out on Count-Tact Petri dishes from Biomérieux.
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vs. THE RESULTS
1. Results for the disinfection of masks.
For these tests, a mask which has been worn several times is cut into a 2 x 4cm strip. Two contiguous pieces are used, preferably located near the mouth
and the nose, to produce the control boxes T0 and tests T1.
The strips for the tests are placed in the Manoa and then irradiated with UV-C before being stamped several times on the agar of the T1 dishes. While the
control bands are directly stamped on the agar of the T0 dishes.

10 second test with a Manoa equipped with 8W tubes

This test is interesting because it shows the
application on the agar of an unfolded T0 mask, with
many germs present. However, when passing
through the Manoa, a fold remained closed and
therefore was not exposed to UV-C, we can see it
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very clearly on the T1 box.

10 second test with a Manoa equipped with UV-C LEDs

Here there is hardly any microorganism present
after UV-C disinfection emitted by UV-C LEDs
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6 second test with a Manoa equipped with 16W tubes and UV-C LEDs

This test is similar to that performed with UV-C
LEDs alone. The mask having been worn a few
hours earlier, there are probably fewer living
microorganisms at the start of the experiment.

2. Results for hand disinfection.
These tests are carried out with the hands of a volunteer. The latter presses lightly with a rolling movement, two fingers of one hand on a Count-Tact agar
before passing his hand through the Manoa (T0 box) then starts again with two other fingers passed through the Manoa (T1 box).
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10 second test with a Manoa equipped with UV-C LEDs

Here the effectiveness of hand disinfection using UV-C
LEDs is clearly demonstrated.
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10 second test with a Manoa equipped with 16W tubes and UV-C LEDs

In this trial the efficacy of Manoa is
important.

This test shows a very high efficiency of hand
disinfection by Manoa.
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5 second test with a Manoa equipped with a 16W tube + UV-C LED
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4 second test with a Manoa equipped with UV-C LED alone

In this test shows a high efficiency of LEDs on
mold, and a little less on other natural germs.
Contrary to the previous tests, the cultivation of
these dishes having been long (7 days),
contaminations could appear on the agars.

The synergy between UV-C LED and UV-C
Tube for 4 second disinfection can be used
for applications where mold is an important
problem

3. Results for the disinfection of a telephone.
In this test, the right half of a smartphone is gently swabbed with agar from a Count-Tact (T0) Petri dish, then the phone is placed in the Manoa. After

10 second test with a Manoa equipped with UV-C LEDs
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disinfection, the other half is gently buffered with new agar (T1).
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10 second phone test with a Manoa equipped with 16W tubes and UV-C LEDs

This test shows the effectiveness of UV-C +
LED UV-C tubes, although the bacterial load is
very low.

4. Results for the disinfection of a computer mouse.
Here, for this test, the right half of a computer mouse is gently buffered with agar from a Count-Tact (T0) Petri dish, then the mouse is placed in the Manoa.
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After disinfection, the other half is gently buffered with new agar (T1).

10 second test with a Manoa equipped with UV-C LEDs

The mouse has not been used all day, so the
bacterial load is low, however there is a good
reduction in the number of bacteria.
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Photos of the main strains recovered on the Count-Tact agar plates during the tests carried out by DVS. We can identify bacteria as well as
molds.

D. CONCLUSION
The various tests carried out show a qualitative effectiveness of Manoa in the disinfection of objects and hands. These tests are very visual and convincing.
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5. P

